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Ion Oscillations in a Weakly Turbulent Plasma
Yoshi H. Ichikawa 
ABSTRACT
Ion oscillations in a high temperature electron-ion plasma 
with high frequency turbulent fluctuations are investigated by gener­
alizing the quasi-linear theory to a spatially inhomogeneous system.
It is found that the feedback effect of the high frequency fluctuation 
on the low frequency oscillation in the system gives rise to a para­
metric growth of the ion acoustic mode even if the system has a stable 
velocity distribution with respect to the ion acoustic mode.
21. Introduction
In the case of a low density and high temperature electron
plasma, the quasi-linear theory developed by Drummond and Pines^ and
2 3Vedenov and his collaborators ’ has predicted that a weakly unstable 
plasma will approach a quasi-stationary turbulent state which is 
characterized as an assembly of many weakly interacting modes of 
oscillation. Here, an essential mechanism for the establishment of 
a weakly turbulent state is the distortion of the spatially uniform 
electron distribution function resulting from the feedback effect 
of the unstable oscillations.
On the other hand, effects of the unstable oscillations for
a case of the electron-ion plasma have not received much attention,
4
although Field and Fried have studied a stabilization of the system
resulting from the unstable ion oscillations in connection with a
runaway phenomena and we^ have examined the kinetic equation of
6 7electron-ion plasma for an unstable case. As is well-known, ’ 
besides the high frequency oscillation mode having the eigen frequency 
of the order of electron plasma frequency , the electron-ion 
plasma can sustain another type of oscillation called the ion acoustic 
mode. In the limit of long wave lengths, the ion acoustic mode has 
a low frequency of the order of V k, where k is the wave number of the3
1/2oscillation, and is the phase velocity given by (h (T + T.)/M)
H, T^, T and M are the Boltzmann constant, the electron temperature, 
the ion temperature and the ion mass, respectively. Unlike the 
electron plasma oscillation mode, the mode-mode coupling may become
3substantial for the ion acoustic mode when its amplitude grows in 
time. This turns out to be a main difficulty in the studies of 
kinetic behavior of the unstable electron-ion plasma.
Furthermore, when the electron plasma oscillation grows in 
the electron-ion plasma, the feedback effect of the growing electron 
plasma oscillation may affect not only the spatially homogeneous part 
of the distribution function, but also the spatially inhomogeneous 
part of the distribution function which is varying on a time scale 
long compared to the period of the electron plasma oscillation.
Therefore, in the present paper, by generalizing the quasi- 
linear approximation to a spatially inhomogeneous system, we will 
investigate characteristics of the ion oscillations in a electron-ion 
plasma in the presence of high frequency turbulent fluctuations.
Here, we assume that the system has a stable velocity distribution 
with respect to the ion acoustic mode. In Section 2, we describe the 
formulation of the present problem. After solving the equations for 
the high frequency oscillation in the presence of the spatial inhomo­
geneity in Section 3, we will deduce equations for the low frequency 
oscillation in Section 4. In Section 5, we analyze the behavior of 
the ion oscillation in the weakly turbulent plasma, and present 
qualitative results for the case of an isotropic turbulent fluctua­
tion. On the contrary, in Section 6, we discuss quantitatively the 
characteristics of the ion oscillation in the presence of the one 
dimensional stationary turbulent fluctuation, which is predicted by 
the quasi-linear theory of the beam-plasma system. Finally, we will 
present concluding discussions in the last section.
42. Formulation of Problem
The kinetic behavior of a low density and high temperature 
electron-ion plasma can be described by the Vlasov equation, 
dF e dF
— ? + v • V F + ^  = 0 (a = e,i) l.a)dt ~  ~  a; m dv 7
Oi ~
V • E = 4tt 2 e f F dv l.b)~  ~  Q, Q? V O' ~
where the suffix a  stands for the electrons and the ions. The function 
F (x , v ; t) is a one particle distribution function of the Q'-th 
species of plasma particles.
We assume that the system is weakly unstable with respect 
to the electron plasma oscillation mode, but stable for the ion 
oscillation mode. Assuming a statistical ensemble of plasmas having 
a random distribution of phases of the electron plasma oscillation, 
we may decompose the distribution functions of electron and ion into 
the following two parts,
F (x , v ; t) = F ^ ( x  , v ; t) + f h^ \ x  , v ; t) 2.a) G ' ~ ~  a
(h)where f (x , v ; t) represents the high frequency component of the 
distribution function of the or-th particles. According to the assump­
tion of the random distribution of phases of the electron plasma
(h  ^oscillation, the ensemble average of f (x , v ; t) vanishes iden-
Oi ~  ~
G Otically so that F (x , v ; t) can he defined uniquely as
(9 )F (x , v ; t) = (F (x , v ; t)> 2.b)
Oi ^  ^  Oi
5The bracket represents the ensemble average. As it can be seen from 
results of the following section, here the statistical ensemble will 
be defined uniquely in terms of the random distribution of the initial 
values of spatial inhomogenity in the system. Corresponding to the 
above decomposition of the distribution functions, we may separate 
the internal electric field as follows:
E (x ; t) = E (i)(x ; t) + E (h)(x ; t) 3.a)
with the definition of
E (i)(x ; t) = (E (x ; t)>. 3.b)
Now, taking the ensemble average of Eqs. la.) and l.b), we
obtain
dF __QL
Bt
U )
+ v • V ^  “O' m ~  BvO'
(i)
+ -**<£ m ~
a
DO af__QL
Sv
( h )
) = o
4. a)
and
V • = 4tt s e f f ^  dv . 4.b)~  ~  oi J a  ~
Subtracting Eqs. 4.a) and 4.b) from Eqs. l.a) and l.b), respectively, 
we get
af __a
at V
f (h) + fa E (h)
Oi m ~
Oi
m
Oi
)
af__QL
av
(h)
s
Oi
5 .a)
with the abbreviation of
S = (E
Oi m 
Oi
and
(h) af (h) e af (h).  QL \ _ _JZ E(h) .  a
av ' m ~  av~  Oi ~
V • E (h) .= 4tt 2 e f f
Oi J  Oi
(h ) dv
5.b)
5. c)
6We may take, however,
S = 0 6)a
in Eq. 5.a) within a regime of the quasi-linear approximation for the
I
electron plasma oscillation. Since the system is assumed to be stable 
against the ion oscillation mode, on the contrary, we may linearize 
Eqs. 4.a) and 4.b) by decomposing the distribution function
COF (x , v ; t) into two parts as 
Oi ~  ~
F (X)(x , v ; t) = F (s)(v ; t) + f Ü ) (x , v ; t) .Ql ^  Qf o-» O' rs-> 7)
Eqs. 4.a) and 4.b) are then reduced to the following expressions,
of / .  \ e ( v dF e
— a  + V • V f 00 + — 12 = - -aô t ~  ~  ci m ~  ôv m ~
(h) ôf
(h )
a
ÔV ^S.I. 8,a')
V 4 E a ) 4tt £ e f f <*) dvO' d o' ~
and (s)
ÔF (v ; t)
a  ~
ôt
e or_ __a /E (h) # __o'
m
O!
(h)
dv 7S.H,
8. b)
8 . c )
where the sufficies S.I. and S.H. designate the spatially inhomo­
geneous part and spatially homogeneous part of the assigned quantity.
Thus, basic equations of the present problem are composed 
of a set of equations for the high frequency oscillations in the
homogeneous system, namely Eqs. 5.a) with S = 0 and 5.c), and a set
Oi
of equations for the low frequency oscillation, Eqs. 8.a) and 8.b), 
in which the quasi-linear feedback effect of the high frequency 
oscillation is taken into account through the right hand side of 
Eq. 8.a). It will be shown in the next section that Eq. 8.c) is
7essentially equivalent to the equation examined by Drummond and Pines, 
Vedenov and his collaborators, which determines the stationary state 
of the weakly turbulent plasma.
3. Solution of the Equations for the High Frequency Mode
In order to investigate the feedback effect of the high 
frequency turbulent fluctuations expressed as the right hand side of 
Eq. 8.a), we have to determine the time behavior of the high fre-
quency oscillation by solving the following equation,
(h i e ( h i e ( h i òf ^  e r \ òf_ + V • V f (h)+ E (h)‘ — 2 + -a E (h)* — a + -a e (x) - — aa t ~  ~  O' m ~  ò v m ~  ôv m ~  òv
0/ ~  o' ~  o' ~
òf __£
(h)
= 0
9)
which is obtained by substituting Eqs. 6) and 7) into Eq. 5.a).
This equation differs from the ordinary linearized Vlasov equation by 
the presence of the last two terms which represent the interaction 
between the high frequency electron oscillation mode and the low fre­
quency ion oscillation mode. In solving Eq. 9) with Eq. 5.c), we may 
treat the last two terms of Eq. 9) as small perturbation terms, 
because we are studying the ion oscillation mode in a linear approxi­
mation.
Let us expand the quantities f and E ^ ^rj ^ as
f 00 _ f (0) + " (1) 
O' Oi 01 10.a)
E (h )= E (o) + E (i) 
~  ^ 10.b)
where the superscript (h) is deleted for simplicity of notation.
Thus, Eqs. 9) and 5.c) are decomposed into the following set of equa­
tions, (the superscript (s) is also deleted hereafter),
8df 
__ql
(0)
+ v • V f (°> + 5* E<°> •
dF __QL = o,dt a  rn dv
Oi
V • E (0) = 4n 2 e f f (0) dvr a J a
and
a£ (1>
+ v • v f (1)
e /i \ dF+ _a e ( D  . — a  »
e
___QL E<°>.
af a )  
__a
e
ô t ~ ~  Oi m ~  dv 
oi ~ m - Oi dv mOi
11 .a) 
11 .b)
V * E ( 1 ) = 4tt £ e f f (1) dv . 
Oi J Oi ~
df__QL
dv
1 2 . a) 
1 2 .b)
( 0 )
Solutions of the set of Eqs. 11.a), 11.b), 12.a) and 12.b) are
obtained by the method of Fourier-Laplace transformation. We expand
the functions f  ^  ^ and E (i) stands for the various superfixes
Oi . 'O t F
(0), (1) and (X), as follows;
! f (i) \ / r  (i)(k , V ; p) 'E ' '01 \
:(1> /
= V 2 2ÏÏI l dp
(pt + ik • x)
E (l)(k ; p)
(i)Introducing the electrostatic potential cpv ' by the definition of
= - yep 1^ ^
13)
15)
we obtain the following expressions as solutions of Eqs. 11.a), 11.b), 
12.a) and 12.b),
(h)?  VU'(£ » v i p) = Y  (0)(k , V ; p) + T  u ; (k , V ; p)(1)
with 
(0)
16. a)
?  ^°\k , v ; p) = ■ -1 ----  {f (k , v ; 0) + i cp (k ; p) k •
Oi ~  ~  p + ik • v l a ~  ~  m T ~  v /  ~  ^VJ
16.b)
9and
V 1)(~  ’ ~  ; p) = 1 ' f  V s 1ST J* ds ; s>{a 9 p + ik • v
d IA  (k-q , v : OK 4 r r e n1 . i  „  B r ~  . d /dv 'Vp-s +  i(k-q) • v^ €(k ; p)£ 2  J
~  p  m D k  
P
1 p +  ik*v dv ^/-v-/
^ fR (k-q >v > ° K  
(---)dvvp-s + i(k-q)-vy
k 3F .
, -------- + i ^  2 TZT f ds c p ( k - q  ; p-s)p + ik  * v dvJ m V „ 2TTi J t ~   ^ 7
(k-q) /..v . 4TTeQ.
F------------^ f ^ ( q  v * s ) + --- l — y — l - rIP + ik • v dv a  ~  * ~  £(k ; p) “ , 2 J
(0)
a
k-q
0 m^k p + ik • v
df ^ ( q  , v ; s)P ~  ~ _____
dv dv
+ icp^\q ; s)i;
k 3F_____~  . __C£
p + ik • v dv
e q
_ a ____ ~  . . _ £
m p + ik • v dvO' ~  ~  ~
k-q
f  ^  ^
Vp-a + i(k-q) •
aV
dv
4rre,
— ia ')+  — i ------- v — £
^  €(k ; EP) P n,g2k2 J p
q k-q dF ^
r -—  ----- . ___ ~  -  ___11 )
J p + ik • v dv\p-s + i(k-q)*v dv^
k dF 
“ — § ]p + ik • v dvJ
dv
16. c )
where the zero-th order potential c p ^ ( k  ; p) is determined to be
(0) Y(k ; P)
*' ft : p) = i o T T T )
with the abbreviations of
17.a)
Y(k ; p) = E — J  ~QL
4TTe f (k , v ; 0)
Q? k p + ik • v
dv
and
4TTe k
e(k ; p) = 1 - is — f  ;
dF
. __22 J p + ik • v dv
17.b)
dv . 17.c)
10
The first order potential c p ^ ( k  ; p) is obtained as
/1 \ . 4ne 2 .
* (i  : p) = ï o T T p ) * ~ ? 2  V s 2SÏ J dsO' m k 
a
[tpa ) (â  ; s)J'
f (k-q ,v ; 0).Q_ ___Ql ~ ____
r^ j r**j
+ (0)<P ' (k-q ; p-s) J —rw» O P i
p + ik • v ôv p-s + i(k-q) • v d~  
k-q
rs* t rK J
f “ >Cq , v ; s)dvov O' ~
e
—  i q . .m J 
(X
p + ik • V dv
k-q
ÔFoi "I
"T** dv 1.à V 18)
The function f (k , v ; 0) appearing in the above equations is the
Fourier component of the initial value of the distribution function
(h)f (x , v ; t) which characterizes the statistical ensemble of theO' ~  ~
systems assumed in .the preceeding section. Now, within the regime of
the present approximation, we have the following expression 
(h)
1 s  <<p
® \ d f
-a  , E (h) . x
m ' ôv 'S.H. VO' ~  q
' (0)(q;t) q • f (0)(-q , v ; t)>. 19)
~  ~  ( jV  Q/ - -
When the system is unstable against the high frequency electron plasma 
oscillation, the time variation of the potential ef/°\q ; t) and the 
distribution function f ^ ( - q  , v ; t) are given as
oi ~  ~
Co) Y(q » PD (q)> r 'i
9  (â ' t> = a(q . P (q)) eXP 20-a>
and
(0) e
~  o r w
-q
f 0i ( q } v - t) 1 m p (-q) - iq*v dv a(-q , p (-q))
U U ^  /V» O ru
ÔF Y(-q , p (-q)) f
exp1
€(q , p) = (p - p (q)) a(q , P (q))~  o ~  o ~
20.b) 
20.c)
with
11
where p (q) is the zero of the dielectric function £ (q , p) correspon- 
ding to the high frequency branch. The zero p (q) can be expressed asO rsj
with
pn (q) = y(q) - iau(q) 21)
and
1 , v 2 2 2
0) (q) = U) + u q e ~  p e 2 2 .a)
?TT2 2
y(q) = 2 ^ e ^ J *  “ q • v)q * —  dv 2 2 .b)
where the contribution of ions is disregarded because of smallness
o
of the mass ratio m/M, (m = m, m. = M) , and u = k T /m . We havee 1 e e
the following relation,
2y(q) = p (q) + p (-q) . 23)~  o ~  o ~
Therefore, Eq. 8.c) is reduced to
Sv
q
(q) + iq-v 24. a)
and
^  ( k ^ ^ C q  ; t)|2) = 2y(q) <|cp(0)(q ; t)|2> . 24.b)
For the ion distribution function, the effect of the high frequency 
fluctuation can be disregarded, thus we have
aFi „ .
The previously mentioned equations are essentially equivalent to the 
kinetic equation discussed by Drummond, Pines and Vednov and his 
collaborators. Therefore, the stationary state of the present problem
12
is that predicted by the quasi-linear theory of the homogeneous 
electron plasma.
4. Reduction of the Equations for the Low Frequency Mode
Having obtained the solutions for the high frequency 
oscillation mode, we can proceed to calculate the right hand side of
Eq. 8.a). It can be expressed as follows:
e \ ôf
C (k,v) 5  - (E « - ~
a  ~  ~  m ov
a  ~
(h )
>S.I.
g
= i ^  y 2 <<P(1\k-q ; t) (k-q) • f (°\q, v ; t)>
O'
e 1 (0)+ i ^  S » t) q*r^ f (1)(k-q,v ; t))lH V ~  ~  q V O' ~  ~
a £  ~
25)
In order to describe some details of the calculations of Eq. 25),
let us illustrate the time behavior of (k-q ; t). Applying the
inverse Laplace transformation to Eq. 18), we obtain
2
cp(1)(k-q ; t) = i
p (k-q)tO 4TreO' h sG (k-q > P (k-q) ) " i, |2 VO rss ** m I K,— Q I Q(y lr^  rCt1 /-si»
2 x tl 1 ds [ ’ “ p = P0(k-q) • • •] + s
4ne
m
ot a
QL --L _ _  —• y  [(Jg
lk-q l2 v I- 2ni J• /si *
€ (k-q; P (k-q-q *) + s)O '■w /-s-» /-s-»
(p (k-q-qV) + s)t e o ~  ~  ~
Y ’ P0 ^  rl*
a(k-q-q'; p (k-q-q'))o-/ rs-» O
k-q-q'
Jp (k-q-q') + s + i(k-q)*vO rv/ ^  <v-»
ÔF
— QL
dv dv 26)
13
where the square bracket of the first term represents the terms in 
the square bracket of Eq. 18) with the replacement of p by p (k-q).
O rv
In calculating Eq. 26), we have picked up the poles of the factors
L \  _ l
£(k-q;p) and £(k-q-q'; p-s) which are giving rise to the exponen-
r s s  rsm/
CDtially growing terms of the function cp (k-q, t).
Substituting Eqs. 26) and 20.b) into the first term of 
Eq. 25), we obtain
e 1 /i \ -v (0)
v s ( r  ;(k-q; t) (k-q) f (q, v ;t)>III V — rsu o-» rss Q V Ql ^
oi ¿L ~
, i _ <h<q.p0(q,))| > (pD (â> + p0(-â)),: i , st 
= 1 w  v s -  .2 e ™  Jds e
oi q cr(q>p (q))
.€(k-q; p (~q) + s)/■v-» O ^
cp(<e)(k; s) s
4neP
P “P |k-q|
o 
4rrec
ÔFP
J P0(-q) + s + i(k-q) • v ôv P (~q) - iq*v ôv dv + Ç(k-q, p (-q) + s)
- — —2 I  7  w  \  -K  \ • ^  f o a ) (k . v : . )  d * |_ |2  J P_(-q) + s + i ( k - q ) * v  ôv ¡3 ~  ~  ~Jg “g | k-q | 2 Po ('5.) + s + /■>-/ <*n-»
(k-q)
q
. - à  _
ÔV p (q) + iq-vrv o ~  ~ dv
27)
Here, we have used the basic relation characteristics for the homo­
geneous turbulent fluctuations, namely,
<Y(q,p (q)) Y (q1 , p (q’))> = (2rr)3 6(q-q') < |Y(q ,p (q))|2> . 28)U rw» CJ r s j  ~  1 rv  O ^  1
Applying the same procedure to the second term of Eq. 25), finally we 
obtain the following result,
14
© 2 1 2y(q)t .
V £ Go (S >  Po(5.»e ~  2i J1 dS
Oi q
st
_ s
~  dv p (-q) + s + i (k-q) • v dv L(x. f  ^)(k 9 v ; s) + €(k-q > pr.(-q)+s)
e3 l p
l3
. ,2 J i
li-al
,(2)(k ; s ) H *  ~  m
. _& c (a )
q 3F
* - “ ))
Of ~  o 
4ne
■q)~ iq * v av
h----------- i----------y  — e  ■*■ p ____________ ~  g
€(k_q , P (_q) + s) 2 | |2 J p (-q) + s + i(k-q)-v av~  ~  o ~  p mQ k-q o ~  V- ¿h ' ~  Z.P '■v^1
aF
p (-q) - iq-v 3v
O /~S-J r>u
) dv ka (q,k,v ; s)}] 29)
with the abbreviations of
h (q,k,v ; s) = q.-f* (•
k-q
O' ' * av vp (-q) + s + i(k-q).v
a?
- * )av'
+ (k-q) • f-~  ~  av vi
q aF'V______  . __QL
Vp (q) + iq-v avD
and
G (q, p (q)) =o ~  1 o
< |YCq,P0Cq))12>
l ^ ’P n ^ l 2
30.a)
30.b)
Although the previously mentioned expression is derived without dis­
criminating ions for the feedback effect of the high frequency turbu­
lent fluctuation, we may disregard the terms involving the ion mass 
consistent with Eqs. 22.a), 22.b) and 24.c).
15
Therefore, Eqs. 8.a) and 8.b) are reduced to the following
set of equations,
31.a)
(k ; t) k- = 0  31.b)
<P(il)(k ; t) = (n (k ; t) - n (k ; t)) e ~  l ~ 31.c)k
with the definition of
32)
Examining the structure of Eq. 31.a), we can develop a qualitative 
interpretation of the feedback effect of the high frequency turbulent 
fluctuation as follows. In Eq. 29), the terms which are proportional
fication of the average electron density. On the other hand, such 
terms as the first and the second term in the square bracket of Eq. 29) 
describe the change of the velocity distribution of the electrons 
which are participating in the low frequency fluctuation. Hence, these 
terms will be responsible mainly to affect the dispersion properties 
of the low frequency oscillation. Since the dispersion preperties of 
the low frequency oscillation is determined by temperature of the 
system, effects of these terms can be expressed as a modification of
(X)to cp (k,s) act to modify the last term of the left hand side of 
Eq. 31.a) so that effects of these terms can be expressed as a modi
16
the effective temperature. These physical interpretations will be 
confirmed explicitly in the analysis of the following section.
5. Ion Oscillations in a Weakly Turbulent Plasma
In order to investigate characteristic properties of the 
ion oscillation mode under the action of the feedback effect of the 
high frequency turbulent fluctuation, we may simplify the funda­
mental equations for the low frequency mode, Eqs. 31.a), 31.b) and 
31.c), by introducing the moment approximation. We obtain, for example, 
from Eq. 31.a), the following equations,
33.a)n + i k*j(e) = 0 31 e
jk (S)+ 1 ? V V â > (e>- 1 ” m Cpa)(k)kk - J* \  Ce 33'b>
where the sufficies k and & designate each component of the vfectors
in the Cartesian coordinate. The quantieies and (v, v )^  are
~  ' k r
defined as
j ^ ( k , t )  = J v f U ; (k, v ; t) dv(i)
<VkVX )(e) = J vk Y e U1'(k’ Z  : t)
Ü )
34.a) 
34.b)
If we approximate ( v ^ v ^ ) ^  as
h T
/ \ (e) a __S.( v. v .) = o  --- n ,' k 1 k,X m e
we can reduce Eqs. 33.a) and 33.b) as follows,
35)
d2n
at
f  + («) 2 + u 2k2) n - a) 2n. + i f (k*v)C P e e p i  --- y ( dv = 0 36)
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and similarly,
d2n_.
1 ( z_i_ 2i 2\ 2 n7T+(u). + u. k ) n .  - u). n = 02 l i  l i eôt
37)
where is the ion plasma frequency, and u^ = h T^/M.
In calculating the last term of Eq. 36), we notice that in 
the stationary state of the weakly turbulent plasma, the electron 
distribution function has been smeared out over the range of velocity 
which corresponds to a domain of the phase velocity of the sustained 
waves in the system. Therefore, for example, we can evaluate the 
following integral as
Jp (. . _àq) + s + i(k-q) • v dv p (-q) - i q-v dv ) dv
= - 1 £ '  ^  â  • £  [ 7 ? T q ) ' +  7 +  i  ( k - q ) . v ) 2 T c ' - q ) 1- i  q -v ]  Ff dv
- 2(q°(k-q))v
(k-(k-q))n
r>*j o-/
(u)e (q) ■ 1 s) u)e (q)
+ q k •(k-q)
(u)e(q ) - i s)20)e (q)2
38)
where the contributions resulting from the resonance interactions 
between the particle and the oscillations have been disregarded.
Similarly, we have the following result for the function h (q,k, v; s)
Oi ~  ~  ~
defined by Eq. 30.a),
f(k.v) h (q, k, v; s) dv = + i n f  0
03 (q)6 ~
rq2(k•q-k) (q-k) (q-k)2
(üüe(q) - i s ) [}• 39>
Furthermore, for the dielectric constant Ç(q,p) defined by Eq. 17.c),
18
corresponding to the limit of yiq)-* Of, we may use the following 
relation
7 T — \ = p 7~T— ? - iTT §(€ (q,u))) €(q>p) €„(q,oo) rVi*
where £ (q,uo) is the real part of the dielectric constant.IT
Then we obtain
i P (k*v) C (k,v ; t) dv0 rs^ P r>^ rK J ru
40)
= 2ni ,[ds eSt {^e2 A(k,s) (ne (k,s) - n^k^s)) + r (k,s) ne (k,s)| 41)
where A(k,s) and T(k,s) are defined as
A(k,S) = - ( £ )  G.Cq.p (q)) k”2 (k. (q-k))
2(q.(q-k)) 2
+
((JO (q) - i s)3o> (q) (a) (q) - i s )2<ju (q)2'G ^  6 rv 0 0 rw/
I (q, k ; s), 42.a)
r(i ’s) = (£ ) v 2 G»(â ’P0(A »
q.(q-k)rv /"N_y
(a) (q) - i s)' e /O
X (q, k ; s) 42.b)
with the abbreviation of
I (q, k, s) = (q,k) -
a) 2 r(q-k) (q-k)2
Ç (k-q, (jo (q) - i s) i i2 l. , . . N2~  ~  e ^  I k-q | (uo (q) - i s )
k-(k-q) q
+ c~ ~ T j  • 42. c)
Gœ (q,Po (q)) is the stationary value of the turbulent spectrum of the 
high frequency oscillation expressed as ( |cp^ (q, t) | 2) . Now substi­
tuting Eq. 41) into Eq. 36), we can solve the set of Eqs. 36) and 37)
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by the standard method of the Laplace transformation. The Laplace 
transforms of Eqs. 36) and 37) are given as follows,
r s + {w (1 +A(k,s)) + u 2k2 + r(k,s)T n (k,s)_  ^p ~  e ~  j _i e ~
u) (1 + A(k,s)) n . (k, s) = h (k,t = o) + s n (k,t = o) 43.a)p ~  l ~  e ~  e ~
fs2 + U .2 + u.2k2}l n. (k,s) - a).2 n (k,s)
L  1  1. -J 1  i  G '"V
= h.(k,t = o) + s n.(k,t = o) .1 i 43.b)
Hence, we get
n (k,s) = D (k,s)-1 {(n (k,t = o) + s n (k,t = o)) (s2+(uu.2+ u.2k2))
+ (ni(k,t = o) + s (1c,t = o) )j~s2 + {cjd^ 2 (1 + A(k,s)) + ug2k2 + r(k,s)]J|
44)
where D(k,s) is defined as
D(k,s) = [s2 + {u)p2 (l + A(k,s)) + ue2k2 + r(k,s)}] 
r 2 2 2 2 1  2 2
l^ s + (cjd^  ^ + k ) J  -  c « i  (J0p  (1 + A(k,s)) . 45)
The time behavior of the ion oscillations is determined by obtaining
roots s(k) of the following characteristic equation,
D(k,s) = 0 . 46)
In order to obtain the roots s(k), we may reduce it to a quadratic 
2equation in s by disregarding the s-dependence of A(k,s) and r(k,s). 
This is justified for the real parts of these quantities because the
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ion oscillation mode has very small frequency compared with the
electron plasma frequency. As far as the imaginary parts of these
quantities are concerned, however, it will be shown at the last part
of the present section that this approximation is legitimated when
1/2the wave number k is much larger than 2(m/M) k . Therefore, whene
the wave number k is in the range of
k »  2(m/M)1/2k , e
we obtain for the roots s(k) of Eq. 46),
47)
(± )
fu).2 (u 2k2 + T(k)) + œ 2 (1 + A(k)) u.2k2 1/2
(k> " ± 1 2„  ~  ' P 2,2 ~  1 }u> (1 + A(k)) + u k + T(k) P ~  e
48)
which, for the case of quiescent plasma, reduce to the well known 
expressions for the ion acoustic frequency and the ion plasma fre­
quency in the long wave length limit and the short wave length limit, 
respectively. Namely, taking the limits of A- 0 and P-* 0, we get
. (±>
a
and
„ <±)
rH(T + T. X  1/2
<» ■ ± • ( - V t-|
r T.n 1/2
(k) - ±  i ^1 t  t V
e
0),
2 2 k «  ke
2 2k »  ke
49 .a)
49. b)
2 2where k^ = (4ne n/nT^) is the electron Debye wave number.
In order to explore the effects of the high frequency turbu­
lent fluctuation expressed as A(k) and T(k.) in Eq. 47), let us. first 
calculate these quantities explicitly. For simplicity, we assume that 
the turbulent spectrum is isotropic in space. Restricting our interest
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to the long wave length region, we assume the wave number k to be 
much smaller than the wave numbers q of the high frequency turbulent 
fluctuation. For the high frequency dielectric constant, we take 
simply the following expression,
€r(q,U)) = 1 - (u) (q)/(ju)‘ 50)
and we use the following approximation
I(k-q, » (q)) = - iTT 6<er (k-q> ® e ^ )
- - i tt (q + k ) 6 (k -  2 q«k) «  - i —  (q^ + k 6(k-q) . 51)
Then, we obtain the following results,
with
A(k,s = o ) = A  + i A  ~  r r
Ar " 2 \  \  Jdq qZ ( I ^ e ^S.,(Ue ^ 3? I q)^ >
52.a)
52.b)
and
A. = 0l
2, 2F(k, s = 0) = (r + ir.(k /k)) u k ~  r l e e
52. c)
53. a)
where the newly defined and f are given as,
fr " 4n h  l  dq * <lpe (l>u)e (q)>l'!>(ko/<l)nand
P - - p ' I 2) /a' 4  ~   ~  1 e 53.b)
r = —  —i 4n 2 n\  Jd<! <52(IPe (q.»e (l))|2>(ke,/q)3 .
53.c)
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In deriving Eqs0 52.b), 52.c), 53.b) and 53.c), we have expressed the 
turbulent spectrum G (q,u) (q)) in terms of the correlation function
r>*j 0
of the high frequency component of the electron density fluctuation
pe ^ ,U)e ^ ^ *
Substituting the above results into Eq. 48), we obtain the 
following results for the characteristic frequency of the ion 
oscillation in the long wave length limit,
T
s ^ O t )  = + iV*k ~ 7a* + 2 T (1 + T ) + T. (1 + r.) ritui 54)
where the phase velocity v" is given as3
*
V = a
(1 + r ) HT 1/2
1(1 + A ) M6 + — “iM Ja 55)
In Eq„ 54), we notice that the factor I"1 is a positive quantity.
Since the time behavior of the low frequency ion oscillation is pro­
portional to exp(s^-‘t), we can conclude that the (-)-mode grows in 
time. As far as the phase velocity V is concerned, it may be3
slightly increased over the phase velocity V of the quiescent plasma 
because the factor will be larger than the factor Ar owing to the 
fact that the integrand of has an extra factor (kg/q) » 1  compared 
with that of . According to Eq. 51), we can see that, in the long 
wave length limit, the growing ion acoustic oscillation propagates in 
the perpendicular direction with respect to the wave vectors of the 
high frequency turbulent fluctuation.
Finally, let us examine the effect of s-dependence of the 
factors ACk,s) and r(k,s). If we retain the s-dependence of these
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quantities, instead of Eq. 51), we would have
Im €(k-q, u, (q) + is) «  ' iTT(<l2 + ke2)6(k2-2q-k + Z jm  k k), 56)~  ~  e ~
which is obtained by substituting +iV^k for the parameter s.
Eq. 56) can be approximated by Eq. 51) provided that the wave number 
k is in the range of
q »  k »  2/m k .v ’ 0 M
57)
The s-dependence of the quantities A(k,s) and T(k,s) represent the 
non-Markovian effect of the high frequency turbulent fluctuation. 
The present analysis shows that the non-Markovian effect becomes 
essential at the very low frequency limit.
6« Oscillation in a One-Dimensional Weakly Turbulent Plasma
In the preceeding section, we have investigated the time 
behavior of the ion oscillations in the presence of the high frequency 
isotropic turbulent fluctuation. The analysis, however, remains in 
a qualitative stage because of our ignorance of the stationary tur­
bulent spectrum for the three dimensional case. In the reference 4), 
mentioned in Section 1, Field and Fried have demonstrated that waves 
propagating at finite angles to the applied field soon become domi­
nant so that the one dimensional approximation emphasizing the 
importance of waves propagating parallel to the applied field may not 
be valid in general. Although this situation may also be true in the 
case of a beam-plasma system, many of the theoretical studies have 
been restricted to the one-dimensional approximation of Eqs. 24.a) and
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24.b). From the experimental point of view, however, the one­
dimensional stationary turbulent spectrum predicted by the theore­
tical studies may be realized in the plasma with an applied uniform 
magnetic field, of which direction is parallel to the beam. Therefore, 
here, we will discuss the ion oscillations in the presence of a one- 
dimensional high frequency turbulent fluctuation.
g
According to the recent work of Shapiro, in the system 
composed of a plasma and a monoenergetic beam, the stationary spectrum 
of the fluctuation energy is given as,
l E„ ( q ) |2 = 4t,2v  “ § 58)
q o 1
where the range of the wave number q is restricted to
OJ
_£ < q <
(A)
i  = V2 log [~nu (2TTHT /m) b e
1 / 2 ] •k 59)
In Eqs. 58) and 59), n^, n^ are the number density of electrons in 
the bean and the plasma, respectively, u is the beam velocity direc­
ting the Z-axis. v  ^ is obtained as
v? = + (nj/n)1^3)z o b p 60)
Now, using the relation of
lE„(q)|2 - q2<|<p(q>|2> 6i)
we can express the factors A(k) and F(k) defined by Eqs. 42.a) and 
42.b) with s = o as follows,
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, e s 2 1 - 1A ( M )  = - 7 2 q'"|Eoo(q)|2 k“1(q cose - k) u> (q)-4
[~3q - 2k cosGJ I(q,k,9)
2 1 _ -1r(k,9) = + (m) 7 E q J'|Eoo(q)|^ u) (q) 2[q-k cos9]I(q,k,9)
with the abbreviation of
I(q,k,e) = qk cose - {q cose . k/2 - i" 6<q cose - |)}
2 a. 1 2 2q + k <jo ____ _____
2k / x2
(ue (q)
f i  ^ . k-2 cos9 2,1|qk cos9 + ~ — —  ------------  q kj .
k2 + q^ - 2kq cos9
62.a) 
62.b)
62. c)
Here, the wave number q is in the positive direction of the Z-axis.
The angle 9 is the angle between the wave vector k and the Z-axis.
L is a linear dimension of the system. As we have found in the pre- 
ceeding section, the most interesting effect of the high frequency 
fluctuation is the parametric growth of the ion oscillation mode.
Since the growth rate is determined through the imaginary part of the 
function I(q,k), in the present case, the high frequency fluctuation 
having the wave number of q^ ^  (k/2cos9) has the primary importance. 
Therefore, in order to evaluate an integral over the wave number q, 
we may approximate the integral as follows,
lS |Eoo(q)|2'Kq)k )0) = ¿ J ' d q K M ^ q . k . e )
« ■ ^ J K ( q ) | 2dq 'f(qo = k/(2cos8), k,6) 63)
where the function Y(q,k,9) represents the real parts of the factors
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appearing in the expressions of A(k,0) and r (k ,0) ,  Eqs. 62.a) and
62.b). Then, using Eq. 58), we obtain the following results,
n, /U kx2 nu (2o) cos9/k) - v, 1 N 2 _P 1 f _eA 3 r. A \ 1 b f O )  . UbA (k ,0 ) = - —  — • ( -----J  - itt —12 n v a) s n
P P
n, >u -N 2
u - v, o 1 1 • Gfy cosJ0 64.a)
r(k,0) = —  ( — )  (1 - 2cos^9) (u k)2 + i  4TT -
J n Vu ^ e nP e
(2(jup cos0/k) - v ^k -.4
------------------ U  - 2cos 0)(u k) .u - v.. o 1
64.b)
As far as the wave number k is much smaller than the Debye wave number 
kg, the contributions of the factor A(k,9) are irrelevant in comparing 
with that of the factor r(k,9). Substituting Eqs. 64.a) and 64.b) 
into Eq. 47), we obtain finally
/. \ * w. nu o (2u) cos0/k)-v, k 2
Stt,(k) «  ±  1 V kq: 2TT - f -  -fe (l-qcos2e) --- E----------i (-^)
3 V *k %  uo ' V1 ka 65 .a)
k
with the definition of the phase velocity as
2u kT hT.-,1/2
-2 j .(1-2co.  9 ) ) - ¡ j *  + - g i j  . ^  65.b )
e
Eq. 65.a) is obtained by assuming the real part is much smaller in 
comparing with the imaginary part of s^~\k).
In the above evaluations of A(k,0) and r(k,9) given as Eqs. 
64.a) and 64.b), we have not assumed that the wave number k is small 
compared with the wave number q, but again assumed that
V
k
■ [ ( P
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k » ^ / m  k 
M 6
66)
Here it should be noted that, because of the range of the wave number 
q given as Eq. 58), the real part of Eq. 65.a) vanishes identically 
when the angle 9 lies outside of the following region,
e . < e < emin max 64.a)
where 0^  and 0^ ^  is defined for the given wave number k as follows,
and
0 . = cosm m
9 = cosmax ■1g ¥ )  •
64. b)
64. c)
Or, for the given value of angle 0, the real part of Eq. 65.a) vanishes 
identically when the wave number k is in the outside of following
region Wp U)p2 ■**“ cos0< k < 2 — cos0 .
o V1
In Fig. 1, we illustrate the k-dependence of the growth rate of the 
ion acoustic mode for several values of the parameters of the beam- 
plasma system. The angle 0 is chosen as equal to 0. In Fig. 2, we
67)
illustrate
Fig. X. Wave number dependence of the growth rate of ion acoustic
oscillation propagating in a parallel direction to the beam. 
The parameters of beam-plasma system are chosen as indicated 
in the figure.
9
Fig. 2. Angular dependence of the growth rate of ion acoustic 
oscillation with given values of the wave number.
30
the 9-dependence of the growth rate of the ion acoustic mode for dif­
ferent values of the wave number. The parameters of the beam-plasma 
system is fixed as shown in the figure. According to the result 
obtained as Eq. 65.a), the (+)-mode grows in time for the angle 0 
smaller than tt/4, while the (-)-mode becomes unstable when the angle 
0 exceeds tt/4. Hiis is explicitly illustrated in Fig. 2. When the 
angle 0 approaches n/2,the lower limit of k, determined by Eq. 67), 
may become so small that the restriction Eq. 66) will be violated.
The present theory cannot determine the characteristics of the ion
1
acoustic mode for such a case. Another point to be kept in mind is 
that the stationary spectrum given as Eq. 57) is not an accurate 
expression in the region of the small value of q. Therefore, the 
height of the various curves of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 at the minimum 
wave number or the minimum angle should not be taken as literally.
7. Conclusions
As a summary, let us discuss several aspects of the present 
theory. First, Eq. 31.a) derived in Section 4 is an example of the 
kinetic equation of a spatially inhomogeneous system with the quasi- 
linear feedback effect of the unstable oscillation taken info account. 
The "collision" term appearing in the right hand side has two effects, 
one of which causes diffusion of electrons in velocity space. This is 
similar to the quasi-linear feedback effect of the unstable oscilla­
tion in the spatially homogeneous system. The second effect modifies 
the internal self-consistent field. One might expect these two effects
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to act in such a way as to stabilize instabilities of the spatially 
inhomogeneous system if there were any. However, the analysis devel­
oped in Section 5 has revealed that the low frequency ion oscillation 
mode grows in time under the action of the feedback effect of the high 
frequency turbulent fluctuation. This type of instability is dif­
ferent from the ordinary instability in the following sense that it 
is not uniquely determined by the sign of the imaginary part resulting 
from the quasi-linear term. As Eq. 54) suggests, if the factor I\ has 
the negative sign, then the (-)- mode decays in time while the (+)- 
mode becomes unstable. Indeed, such a change of the unstable modes 
has been shown in Section 6 for the one-dimensional turbulent spec­
trum. Therefore, we may conclude that the effect of the quasi-linear 
"collision" term in the general case is not a simple dissipative 
force, but is a kind of parametric action resulting from the high 
frequency turbulent fluctuation.
Secondly, as is discussed in Section 4, the feedback effect
of the high frequency turbulent fluctuation can be given simple
physical interpretations, namely that is gives rise to a modification
of the temperature and a modification of the effective particle
density. These physical interpretations have been confirmed expli-
9citly in Section 5. Since we have shown that such physical interpre­
tations are also valid to describe the dielectric properties of the 
weakly turbulent electron plasma, we may conclude in general that the 
concepts of the effective temperature and the effective number density 
are useful to understand behavior of the weakly turbulent plasma.
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Speaking of the experimental investigation, Alexeff and Jones10 have 
reported that the electron temperature measured by the Langmuir probe 
in "noisy" plasmas becomes larger than that of the corresponding 
quiescent plasmas. Although they have not specified the properties 
of the noise explicity, their results appear to be in agreement with 
the present studies developed in Section 5.
Finally, let us discuss briefly the kinetic theory of the 
unstable electron-ion plasma. In our previous work , we have shown 
that the unstable electron plasma oscillation and the unstable ion 
oscillation act independently to distort the distribution function 
so that the system approaches a stationary state. According to the 
present study, however, the unstable electron plasma oscillation 
causes a parametric growth of the ion acoustic oscillation. Therefore, 
if the system is unstable also for the ion oscillation mode, the 
growth of the ion oscillation will be enhanced by the effect discussed 
in the present work. Since this parametric growth of the ion acou­
stic oscillation persists even when the system is stabilized for the 
Landau instability, the stationary state will be established through 
the competition between the decay process due to the mode-mode inter­
action and the growing process resulting from the parametric action 
of the stationary high frequency turbulent fluctuation.
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